BIOGRAPHY
David Tanganelli is a front man on the stage, beside his voice and his
dance, he has been acclaimed as one of the most important names of the
harmonica worldwide, resulting as 'Hohner artist', the principal trademark
of harmonicas and musical instruments in the world.
Vocalist, harmonica player and composer, David developed an unique
musical blend of Soul, R&B, Jump Blues, Swing and Funk.
Tanganelli was born in a small city in Brazil called Birigui - São Paulo
State, his father was musician and David has been obsessed with blues
and
soul
music
since
he
was
a
Little
boy.
After age seven, he grew up just with his mother and by the time he was
in his early teens he had begun to intuitively hone his vocals and started
to play chromatic and diatonic harmonica few years later due the
influences by names as Stevie Wonder, Little Walter, Toots Thielemans
among
others.
Around 1999 at the college he started to form a musical group and the
first album was released in 2007 in partnership with his band in this time
called 'The Ville Blues', they released two albuns on their trajectory and
David
passed
to
be
a
solo
artist
in
2010.
As solo artist, Tanganelli was invited to perform in many important
musical festivals around the world, Tv shows and record sessions which
gave
him
an
important
recognition.
Albuns released: 'Da vila para o Blues' 2007, 'Blues it´s all right' 2009,
'Tupiniking' 2010
and
'On
my
Way'
2014.
OUT NOW - The New album 'UP' 2019. #Uptour2019
NEW ALBUM 2020 – ‘LIVE AT Mr. JONES – BUENOS AIRES –
ARGENTINA.

AVAILABLE NOW.
'Up' is the greatest creation and the best musical album of Tanganelli´s
career.
The new album take us to the David´s world where all musical blend
about the artist and his musical influences come to us with 'UP'.
Swing, R&b, Soul music, Jump blues and Funk with great lyrics and
arrangements composed by himself with the great production by Cesar
Bottinha, 'one of the most important names about musical production in
Brazil', are present in that album beyond the special guests as the North
Americans 'J.J Jackson' and 'Rachel Zeigler', 'The Funk como le Gusta'
brazilian orchestra, The chileans band 'Magnolia Blues Rock', The
'legend' bass player 'Ary Nascimento' among others great names.
Singer, harmonica player and song writer, David Tanganelli is gaining
recognition worldwide.
#Uptour2020, #davidtanganelli.
Produced by Cesar Bottinha for ‘Le boot productions’ and Co-produced by
David Tanganelli for ‘D.Tanganelli Productions’.
Mixed by Guilherme Canaes and Mastering by Carlos Freitas.
Visit. www.davidtanganelli.com – Official website

